Thanks to all the horsewomen and horsemen for their fantastic collaboration,
for their patience, trust, passion and dedication that once again gave us the chance to immerse
and participate in the wonderful and stimulating universe of horses.
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Acavallo Leather Passion

Introduction

A Story of Passion
Acavallo®’s history begins with a shared passion for riding.

Acavallo® boasts a 360° knowledge in horse technical equipment.

Mauro Benetti and Monica Speroni, the company owners, partners in life and work, met in the

Many top international riders are advocating Acavallo® products, first of all dressage Olympic

1980s both frequenting the equestrian field: Mauro for work, while Monica was following her

champion Charlotte Dujardin, testimonial of excellence alongside Scott Brash, Valentina

passion for show jumping, competing with young horses. This meeting gave rise first to their

Truppa, Simon Delestre and numerous others.

love and then in 1987 to the idea of combining their mutual knowledge to set up a business

Acavallo® is present in over 50 countries and has numerous patents demonstrating the high

that would comply with their values: passion and respect for riding.

standards of innovation pursued.

Acavallo® was founded in 2003 and quickly became a company of excellence in the sector,

Acavallo® has undertaken an exciting new challenge, by developing an innovative collection

internationally recognised for the reliability of its products.

of saddles and accessories, technically proven for future needs.

In 2013 with the joining of the Benetti family’s second generation in the company, Acavallo®

The focus is based on two fundamental principles that in turn merge into one: the well-

implemented customer care and customer service departments with the aim of meeting

being of the horse and rider. This is the benchmark without compromise in all phases of the

the customers’ demands and needs. Like her mother Vittoria Benetti also has a past as a

wonderful Acavallo® adventure.

horsewoman, and grew up in the company absorbing the technical know-how passed from
her parents. Vittoria also coordinates the marketing and communication department.
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Acavallo Leather Passion

Introduction

Passion and Research

Care

From very detailed and technical research Acavallo® wanted to create a collection with the

For their very nature, a number of external factors can cause a precocious ageing of the hides.

best innovative, technical and aesthetic features. All the components selected have been

To lengthen the life of the product and defend it from natural factors, we would advise to

subjected to a rigorous quality control before assembly.

regularly clean the leather with proper glycerine soap for hides.

For an exclusive and innovative production Acavallo® has chosen only the finest materials
from the best Italian tanneries. Only eco-sustainable leathers and hides have been selected
without any artificial pigmentation. This complex selection process gives a natural velvety feel.
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Saddle Division
Style and Functionality
The unique design of cantle’s s rubber band has a double function, guarantees greater impact protection in the rear part (more
sensitive to scratches and peeling) and to give to Acavallo® saddles an unmistakable distinctive look.
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Acavallo MAG System®

2 The MAG Key
Use the special key to adapt withers width through

1 A New Saddle Concept

an innovative adjustment system.

Acavallo MAG System® is a new
revolutionary technology to set the withers
adjusment.

Micrometer Adjustable Gullet System MAG
The Evolution of Horse Riding
Key point of the Acavallo® saddle line is the revolutionary adjustment system of the opening for the withers. It works with a simple and
intuitive turn of an allen key to perfectly adapt the saddle to the anatomy of the horse. This is possible thanks to an innovative toothed
mechanism positioned inside of the saddle tree. The patent pending system allows the rider to choose the best saddle position.

3 Adaptive Tree

Even more incredible is that this operation can be performed while mounted. Unimaginable up to now with conventional saddles.

A toothed mechanism positioned inside the saddle tree
allows riders to perfectly adapt the saddle to the
anatomy of the horse.

© MAG System is a trademark of Amahorse Trading Srl
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Acavallo MAG System®

4 Simple Movements to Adjust the Gullet
1 Insert The MAG Key

·

3 Choose The Best Saddle Position

2 Turn Clockwise
·

4 Twist Counterclockwise
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Acavallo Leather Passion

Saddle Division

The Tree
Jumping and Eventing Saddles
The medium-deep seat of Acavallo® jumping saddles allows the rider to find and keep an
optimal position and balance during all phases of riding and jumping, by moving with the
horse and supporting its natural jumping technique. The narrow twist of the saddle tree was
especially designed to maintain the required close and constant contact with the horse.

Dressage Saddles
Particular care has been devoted to the development of the tree used in dressage saddles.
A diligent technical and practical research has led to the creation of a particularly deep seat
that allows the horse and rider to blend into a single entity.

Composition
Carbon ∙ Composite
Tree made of composite nylon and carbon fibre hearth.
Composite ∙ Steel
Tree made of composite material with spring steel reinforcements.
Composite
Tree made of composite nylon.
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Acavallo Leather Passion

Saddle Division

The Panels
Acavallo® has built on the experience gained through years of collaboration with some of the
most important and talented riders in the world. Aware of the importance of shoulder anatomy
and muscle mass of the horse, Acavallo® has designed large panels with anatomical supports
to give maximum comfort. The materials used are natural and hypoallergenic. Capable of
adapting and absorbing the stresses of every day work and the pressures that develop during
all phases of movement.

Composition
Integrated Flocked Panels
Leather, neoprene and felt pocket filled with polyfill.
Wool flocking is soft and conforms to a horse’s back. Flocked saddles can be adjusted
regularly to accommodate changes as the horse develops.
Wool is breathable keeping the horses back cooler. Fresh flocking also minimises the saddle
bouncing and causing concussion to the horses back.
Latex Panels
Leather, felt lined and latex.
Latex panels give great cushioning, are very durable and holds up well to the concussive
stress of jumping. The panels do not change shape and bed down.
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AC9100 Bellini

Features
· Double premium aniline full-grain calfskin leather

· Premium aniline full-grain leather

· MAG System®

· MAG System®

· Composite/steel tree

· Composite/steel tree

· Integrated flocked panels

· Integrated flocked panels

· Safe impact band

· Safe impact band

Seat

Size

Seat

Size

Jumping

16,5" - 17" - 17,5" - 18"

Jumping

16,5" - 17" - 17,5" - 18"

Jumping Saddles

Colors
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Features

Black
Details

Colors

Brown

Cognac

Black
Details

Brown

Cognac

Jumping Saddles

AC9105 Masaccio
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AC9140 Modigliani

Features
· Double premium

· Latex panels*

aniline full-grain

· Safe impact band

calfskin leather

· Detachable front/rear

· MAG System®

blocks

· Latex panels*

aniline full-grain

· Safe impact band

calfskin leather

· Detachable front/rear
blocks

· Composite tree

Seat

Size

Seat

Size

Jumping

16,5" - 17" - 17,5" - 18"

Jumping

16,5" - 17" - 17,5" - 18"

Colors

Jumping Saddles

· Double premium

· MAG System®

· Composite tree
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Features

Black

Colors

Brown

Cognac

Black

Brown

Cognac

Details

Details

* Also available with Integrated flocked panels: code AC9117

* Also available with Integrated flocked panels: code AC9142

Jumping Saddles

AC9115 Botticelli
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AC9110 Veneziano

Features
· Double premium

· Latex panels*

aniline full-grain

· Safe impact band

calfskin leather

· Preformed front/rear

· MAG System®

blocks

· Composite tree

aniline full-grain

· Latex panels*

calfskin leather

· Safe impact band

· MAG System®

· Detachable front/rear
blocks

Seat

Size

Seat

Size

Jumping

16,5" - 17" - 17,5" - 18"

Jumping

16,5" - 17" - 17,5" - 18"

Colors

Jumping Saddles

· Seat and knee rolls

· Flaps in top-grain leather

· Composite tree
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Features

Black

Colors

Brown

Cognac

Black

Brown

Details

Details

* Also available with Integrated flocked panels: code AC9135

* Also available with Integrated flocked panels: code AC9112

Jumping Saddles

AC9133 Guttuso
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AC9120 Giotto

Features
· Mono-flap saddle

· Composite/steel tree

· Double premium

· Integrated flocked panels

aniline full-grain

· Safe impact band

calfskin leather

· Stitched flaps and

· MAG System®

integrated front blocks

Seat

Size

Jumping

16,5" - 17" - 17,5" - 18"

Eventing Saddles

Colors
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Black
Details

Brown

Cognac

· Mono-flap saddle
· Double premium
aniline full-grain
calfskin leather

Dressage Saddles

· carbon/composite
tree
· Integrated flocked
panels

Features
· Mono-flap saddle
· Premium aniline
full-grain calfskin
leather

· Carbon/composite
tree
· Integrated flocked
panels

· MAG System®

· Safe impact band

· MAG System®

· Safe impact band

Seat

Size

Seat

Size

Dressage

16,5" - 17" - 17,5" - 18"

Dressage

16,5" - 17" - 17,5" - 18"

Colors
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AC9150 Leonardo

Features

Black
Details

Colors

Black
Details

Dressage Saddles

AC9145 Raffaello
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Bridles
The Acavallo bridle line is characterised by a particular softness and an ergonomic shape of the crown piece. Some models feature
a uniquely shaped insert releasing the poll and the upper cervical spine of the horse. This design relieves pressure and provides for a
perfect fit of the bridle in the poll area, one of the most sensitive body regions of the horse. The cheekpieces of Acavallo bridles attach
to the noseband by means of an innovative and patent pending self-adjusting system which prevents the pinching of facial nerves,
muscles and of the jaw joints, allowing the horse to chew and breathe much more naturally than with conventional designs. In addition
to that the special suspension system reduces the risk of abrasions in the cheekbone area.
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AC9510 Filosofia

AC9515 Primavera

Bridles

AC9505 Cupido

Bridles

AC9500 Poesia

Features

Fitting

Size

Features

Fitting

Size

Features

Fitting

Size

Features

Fitting

Size

· Italian rolled leather bridle

S/S

Cob - Full

· Italian leather bridle

S/S

Cob - Full

· Italian leather bridle

S/S

Cob - Full

· Italian leather bridle

S/S

Cob - Full

· Latex-padding crown piece, leather
covered

· Latex-padding crown piece, leather
Colors

covered

· Contoured and anatomic crown piece
the poll area
· Acavallo self-adjusting large noseband

covered

· Wide latex-padding crown piece, leather
Colors

covered

· Contoured and anatomic crown piece

· Contoured and anatomic crown piece

with special insert to relieve pressure in

· Acavallo self-adjusting large noseband

· Acavallo self-adjusting large noseband

the poll area

· Leather browband

· Leather browband

Colors

· Acavallo self-adjusting large noseband

with white padding
· Crystals browband

Colors

· Contoured and anatomic crown piece

with special insert to relieve pressure in
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· Wide latex-padding crown piece, leather

· Crystals narrow browband
Black

Brown

Cognac

Black

Brown

Cognac

Black

Brown

Cognac

Black

Brown

Cognac
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AC9530 Allegoria

AC9535 Maestà

Bridles

AC9525 Amazzone

Bridles

AC9520 Gioconda

Features

Fitting

Size

Features

Fitting

Size

Features

Fitting

Size

Features

Fitting

Size

· Italian rolled leather double-bridle

S/S

Cob - Full

· Italian leather bridle

S/S

Cob - Full

· Italian leather bridle

S/S

Cob - Full

· Italian leather bridle

S/S

Cob - Full

· Latex-padding crown piece, leather covered
· Contoured and anatomic crown piece

· Latex-padding crown piece, leather
Colors

with special insert to relieve pressure in
· Acavallo self-adjusting large noseband
with white padding

covered

· Wide latex-padding crown piece, leather
Colors

covered

· Contoured and anatomic crown piece

· Contoured and anatomic crown piece

with special insert to relieve pressure in

· Acavallo self-adjusting noseband

· Acavallo self-adjusting shaped noseband

the poll area

· Anatomic noseband and browband

· Leather browband

Colors

· Acavallo self-adjusting noseband

· Leather browband with white padding
· With reins

Colors

· Contoured and anatomic crown piece

the poll area
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covered

· Wide latex-padding crown piece, leather

· fancy stitched noseband and browband
Black

Black

Brown

Cognac

Black

Brown

Cognac

Black

Brown

Cognac
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AC9583

Bridles Accssories

AC9582

Features

Fitting

Size

Features

Fitting

Size

· Rope flash noseband

S/S

Cob - Full

· Flash noseband

S/S

Cob - Full

Colors

Black

Colors

Brown

Cognac

Black

Brown

Cognac
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AC9721

AC9722

Features

Features

Features

· Italian leather and round nylon thidemann, adjustable

· Italian leather and round nylon chambon

· Italian leather and round nylon dori gogue

Bridles Accssories

AC9720

reins with D ring
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Fitting

Size

Fitting

Size

Fitting

Size

S/S

Cob - Full

S/S

Cob - Full

S/S

Cob - Full

Features

Features

Features

Black - Brown - Cognac

Black - Brown - Cognac

Black - Brown - Cognac

Girths
Innovation, attention to detail and safety are the key elements characterising the design of Acavallo® range of new leather girths.
To make the girth line unique, revolutionary and suitable for various requirements, we have created different models with Acavallo
gel panel inserts as well as with removable lambskin linings. The Acavallo gel panel, positioned near the sternum, reduces pressure
and consequently improves blood circulation increasing the supply of oxygen during movement of the horse. In addition, the anti-slip
Acavallo gel always keeps the saddle in the correct position, avoiding backward slipping or unbalances. The removable eco-wool
lining can be washed in order to prevent irritations caused by dirt residues. No detail has been overlooked, which is also shown by the
use of special heavy-duty elastic girth straps. The elastic fibres of this innovative material feature an especially compact structure, thus
ensuring maximum resistance and minimum thickness. Last not least, attention to every detail of our products is also shown by the fact
that we are only using premium quality stainless steel roller buckles for our girths.
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Features

AC9420

Features

· Stud guard girth

· Stud guard girth

· Calfskin and a sturdier full grain cowhide

· Calfskin and a sturdier full grain cowhide

understructure

understructure*

· Acavallo gel panel insert

· Removable eco-wool lining

· Stainless steel roller buckles

· Stainless steel roller buckles

· Aluminium snap hook with soft rubber

· Aluminium snap hook made with

Girths

safety cover

AC9410

soft rubber safety cover

· Two lateral D rings

· Two lateral D rings

Sizes (cm)

Sizes (cm)

110 - 115 - 120 - 125 - 130 - 135 - 140 - 145 - 150

110 - 115 - 120 - 125 - 130 - 135 - 140 - 145 - 150

Colours

Colours

Black - Brown - Cognac

Black - Brown - Cognac

Features

AC9425

Features

· Anatomic girth

· Anatomic girth

· Calfskin leather

· Calfskin leather*

· Acavallo gel panel insert

· Removable eco-wool lining

· Stainless steel roller buckles

· Stainless steel roller buckles

· Aluminium snap hook with soft rubber

· Aluminium snap hook with soft rubber

safety cover
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safety cover

· Two lateral D rings

· Two lateral D rings

Sizes (cm)

Sizes (cm)

110 - 115 - 120 - 125 - 130 - 135 - 140 - 145 - 150

110 - 115 - 120 - 125 - 130 - 135 - 140 - 145 - 150

Colours

Colours

Black - Brown - Cognac

Girths

AC9400

* Also available in printed buffalo leather: code AC9427

Black - Brown - Cognac
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AC9430

Features
· Anatomic girth
· Calfskin leather and nylon
· Acavallo gel panel
· Stainless steel roller buckles
· Stainless steel D ring on the belly plate
· Two lateral D rings
Sizes (cm)
110 - 115 - 120 - 125 - 130 - 135 - 140 - 145 - 150

Colours

Girths

Black - Brown - Cognac

AC9435

Features
· Anatomic short girth
· Calfskin leather, with elasticated straps
· Acavallo gel panel insert
· Stainless steel roller buckles
· Stainless steel D ring
Sizes (cm)
110 - 115 - 120 - 125 - 130 - 135 - 140 - 145 - 150

Colours
Black - Brown - Cognac
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Martingales and Breastplates
Attention to detail and passion for quality can also be seen in Acavallo breastplates and martingales lines. All components used
for these products have been carefully selected and subjected to rigorous technical tests to make sure that they meet highest
demands. Typical examples for such components are the new elastic inserts used on Acavallo breastplates, consisting of especially
compacted, heavy-duty fibres, or our premium quality stainless steel buckles.
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AC9620

AC9610

Martingales / Breastplates

AC9630

Martingales / Breastplates

AC9600

Features

Fitting

Size

Features

Fitting

Size

Features

Fitting

Size

Features

Fitting

Size

· Italian calfskin leather 5 point attachment

S/S

Cob - Full

· Italian calfskin leather hunting breastplate

S/S

Cob - Full

· Single elastic breastplate

S/S

Cob - Full

· Italian leather Bib martingale with mesh

S/S

Cob - Full

breastplate
· Anatomically shaped and elasticated,

· Saddle fastening
Colors

· Adjustable straps

permitting a maximum freedom of

· Italian leather attachment straps
Colors

insert
Colors

Colors

· Removable martingale attachment

movement to the horse’s shoulder during all
phases of riding and jumping
· All straps individually adjustable and
elasticated
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· Removable martingale attachment

Black

Brown

Cognac

Black

Brown

Cognac

Black

Brown

Cognac

Black

Brown

Cognac
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AC9702

AC9703

AC9727

AC9719

Features

Features

Features

Features

Features

· Web reins with leather stops

· Kris® rubber reins 5/8"

· Kris Pro™ soft touch rubber

· Rubber reins 5/8"

· Soft leather draw reins with

Reins

AC9700

reins 5/8"
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round nylon rope

Fitting

Size

Fitting

Size

Fitting

Size

Fitting

Size

Fitting

Size

S/S

One size

S/S

One size

S/S

One size

S/S

One size

S/S

One size

Colors

Colors

Colors

Colors

Colors

Black - Brown - Cognac

Black - Brown - Cognac

Black - Brown - Cognac

Black - Brown - Cognac

Black - Brown

AC9705

AC9724

Features

Features

Features

· Stirrup leathers nylon reinforced

· Stirrup leathers

· Soft stirrup leathers with shaped buckle

Fitting

Size (cm)

Fitting

Size (cm)

Fitting

Size (cm)

S/S

135 - 145 - 160 (only black cl.)

S/S

135 - 145 - 160 (only black cl.)

S/S

135 - 145 - 160 (only black cl.)

Stirrup Leathers

AC9704

Colors

Colors

Colors

Black - Brown - Cognac

Black - Brown - Cognac

Black - Brown - Cognac
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AC9707

AC9708

Features

Features

Features

· Italian leather halter

· Italian leather halter

· Nylon braided lead rope with leather termination

· Latex-padding crown piece, leather covered

· Latex-padding crown piece, leather covered

· Contoured and anatomic crown piece with special insert

· Rope noseband

Halters

AC9706

to relieve pressure in the poll area
· Latex-padding noseband, leather and rubber band covered
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Fitting

Size

Size

Fitting

Size

Size

Fitting

Size

Size

S/S

Cob - Full

Black - Brown - Cognac.

S/S

Cob - Full

Black - Brown - Cognac.

S/S

One size

Black - Brown - Cognac.

AC9712

Horse Boots

AC9710

Features

Size

Features

Size

· Eco-leather tendon boots

Pony - Cob - Full

· Eco-leather ankle boots

Pony - Cob - Full

· Eco-wool lined
· Double velcro fastening

· Eco-wool lined
Colors

Black

· Velcro fastening

Brown

Colors

Black

Brown
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© Amahorse trading Srl, all rights reserved

AC9716

AC9718

Horse Boots

AC9714

Features

Size

Features

Size

Features

Size

· Eco-leather front brushing horse boots

Pony - Cob - Full

· Eco-leather hind brushing horse boots

Pony - Cob - Full

· Eco-leather bell boots

Pony - Cob - Full

· Eco-wool lined
· Double velcro fastening
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· Eco-wool lined
Colors

Black

· Triple velcro fastening

Brown

White

· Eco-wool lined
Colors

Black

· Velcro fastening

Brown

White

Colors

Black

Brown

White

The photos published in this catalog may not be reproduced without the permission of Amahorse Trading Srl®. Every violation will be prosecuted.
Amahorse Trading Srl® reserves the right to make any changes to improve the items shown in the catalog at any time, with no obbligation for prior notice.
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